TECHNOLOGY AND RESOURCES

iTEC mini-scenario,
scenario, December 2010

ASPIRATION STATEMENT

A breath of fresh air

Achieving traditional objectives through exciting means,

Mobile devices connected to internet, including audio and cameras

while developing 21st century learners.
learners

to capture information,
information, these could be mobile phones.
phones Online
sharing mechanisms e.g. VLE for students to share their work

TASKS - Students go out to different learning spaces
spa
to capture
authentic data based on a real problem.
work in groups.

Share this data between themselves classes, or

possibly a wider audience.

AIMS OF ACTIVITY

Come back to class and

Teachers have choice over what

activities will work best for the group

Provide a way to engage students in education while working within
traditional boundaries.

The teacher has flexibility and choice to set

SPACES

educational activities that suit the students, which may include

Outside classroom to collect data, inside
inside classroom to

working outside, working in team and collaborative problem solving.

work and share, online space to share and store work

They can observe the students work to diagnose what the students
need for future learning and assist in future education design.
design

ROLES - Teacher is a facilitator and coach, coordinating
oordinating the
groups in joint discovery.

By letting the students work more

TYPE OF ACTIVITY

independently in groups teachers can take the role as observers

Going to other learning spaces, in or outside the school,

and
nd coaches. Observing helps them understand what the students

to capture data, problem
oblem solving, collaborative problem

need and so help to design future learning activities

solving by working together in groups. There could be
team teaching involved as the work could be cross
curricular.

This could either be teachers teaching

together, or just sharing information effectively.

INTERACTIONS Teachers guide students and facilitate
INTERACTIONSfacili
their group
work. Students
Student interact and collect data from the environment.
Students interact with each other to share work..

Students use

mobile devices to capture data and support investigations.

Students

use online spaces to share work and even self assess

NARRATIVE OVERVIEW
The students go out to explore
ex
other learning spaces tasked with a problem or challenge.
capture authentic data, or explore how concepts can apply in the real world.
to work together to create outputs.

They have to either
e

They come back to class,
ss, as a base,

This could be a digital output.
output This output is then shared between other

students, perhaps between the classes, or shared even wider, for example with students parents or carers.
carers The
nature of the learning combines 21st skills learning such as collaborative skills, with content knowledge.

This content

knowledge could be cross curricular if the curriculum
curriculum allows it, be focussed on particular disciplines, e.g. STEM, be
focussed on phenomena, or focussed on a discrete subject area.

